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DOWN AND UP IN LA

A brief history of dance in LA

The Los Angeles dance-music scene has survived the lean times
to become one of the most exciting on the planet. Valerie Lee, US
digital editor of Mixmag, tells dance’s LA story.
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Just past the spread of Los Angeles’ downtown skyscrapers is
a maze of grungy industrial warehouses, an area that has been
nicknamed the ‘Arts District’ for its abundance of exposed brick,
alluring graffiti and street art. Where there are warehouses,
there is dance music — and Los Angeles is no exception.
With a nervous glance from our Uber driver, we’re dropped off
at an unassuming door that glows orange under the sole street
lamp shining dimly nearby. Inside is LOT 613, a club where production is at a minimum: nothing but a solid sound system and
one panel of lights that flip from blue to red and back again. Not
that the crowd minds.
While the décor may be skeletal, the room is full, packed with
people of all ages and backgrounds, blending together in the
dark ambience of the room. Kristan Beyer of German duo Âme
is in control of the decks, filling the room with a daring, unifying pulse. A sultry Bicep remix of Isaac Tichauer sets the mood
and the dancefloor is moving, sweating, feeding off the outlaw,
underground vibe.
Los Angeles in 2016 has a modern, refreshingly genuine underground dance-music scene. But it’s not arrived without struggle.
First, the city needed to recover and replenish. A stringent,
state-wide crackdown on illegal warehouse parties, drugs and
rave culture as a whole in the late 1990s and early 2000s nearly
wiped out the southern California scene. As authorities attempted to suffocate the rising culture, a few standout promoters and
venues bravely flew the flag and saw the city through its roughest times. Avalon, an historic venue built in the 1920s that sits in
the heart of Hollywood, pushed past the boundaries under the
direction of Garret Chau, who saw clubs in the city rebooking the
same names over and over again, afraid to disturb the status quo
and draw negative attention. Instead, Chau modelled his Saturday Avalon night (Avaland) after Fabric and Warung, bringing
in artists like Booka Shade and Matthew Dear, which broke the
mould and eventually put Los Angeles back on the map.
At the same time, local underground promoters were not being idle. Much like punk’s need to rebel against ‘The Man’, the
underground didn’t hesitate to push back on the LAPD shutting
down warehouses in an attempt to quell rave culture. Brought
together by a shared penchant for techno, Droid Behavior (founded by Drumcell and the Raiz brothers) delivered where others

couldn’t to help nourish not only the growing community of
techno aficionados, but also nurture young talents and producers. Droid has become known for its grinding and shockingly raw
take on techno — likely a sound inspired by the attitude shared
by the suppressed dance-music heads of Los Angeles.
Later down the line, the torch would be passed to the likes of
Andrei Osyka, Brett Griffin and Justin Sloe, who make up Droog,
a name well known and highly respected for what they have
(now) done for the city of Los Angeles. By 2008, Droog had established themselves as hometown heroes through their recurring
party hosted at The Standard Hotel. The Rooftop at The Standard
became a stage for defining underground acts including Dixon,
The Martinez Brothers and Maya Jane Coles, giving them a home
in the spread of the city.
Elsewhere in LA, Pasquale Rotella saw warehouse parties disappear under the pressure of threats from authorities. He craved
a party that, eventually, he realised only he could deliver. In 1993,
he established Insomniac and threw his first rave in an area of
the city that would likely terrify any rave tourists today. But he
continued on through the late 1990s and into the 2000s, helming
the Insomniac name and, well — the rest is history.
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Similarly, Gary Richards, like many of us, became hooked after a 04.00 kind
of night spent at a warehouse after he’d recently moved to Los Angeles from DC
and New Orleans. He began throwing events called The Sermon and Midnight
Mass, which started as a practical joke with Richards and his friends dressing as priests on Saturday night to hand out flyers requesting people show up
for ‘church’ on Sunday morning. The ploy drew hundreds of ticket buyers to
his parties. Boredom eventually inspired Richards to incept Rave America in
1993, a New Year’s Eve event that sounds as wild as its title. It took place at the
amusement park Knott’s Berry Farm and drew in over 16,840 people.
And from these underground holdouts came a wave — an unstoppable,
toppling wave — of festival culture. Coachella, which debuted in 1999, has
always given major nods to leaders of the genre, including The Chemical
Brothers and Paul Oakenfold (2001), Sasha & John Digweed (2002) and Kraftwerk (2004). The festival began to hit its stride in the early 2000s. It’s nearly
impossible to talk about the rise of dance music in the US without mention
of Daft Punk at Coachella in 2006. Ten years ago, the elusive French duo
graced the stage of the festival’s Dance Tent with their iconic pyramid set-up
and went on to deliver a set that would have people talking for years to come.
And indeed, the robots ignited a flame that most would agree sparked the
escalation of electronic music into pop culture, encouraging acts to embrace
their role as performers and create ‘shows’ around the music, complete with
visuals, lighting and production.

Just four years later, a festival at the iconic Los Angeles Coliseum demonstrated how far visual production and electronic music combined could
go. Electric Daisy Carnival (EDC), under Pasquale Rotella’s Insomniac brand,
was a spectacular. The city’s largest sports arena became home to hundreds
of thousands of ravers dressed in their neon, daisy-adorned and kandi-laden best for three days of music that would eventually be defined as EDM.
EDC 2010 broke records as the highest attended event in the series’ history, marking the undeniable arrival of electronic music in the mainstream.
Though 2010 also marked the final year of EDC in Los Angeles (it moved to
Las Vegas, where it remains an annual extravaganza), the spirit of the festival’s history in the city remains in its on-going, expanded editions.
Eventually, it became undeniable that electronic music had become a
major piece of the larger music industry, thus adopting dance music directly
into the folds of Los Angeles’ renowned entertainment industry.
In 2013, the figurehead and voice of international dance music, Pete
Tong, officially relocated to Los Angeles. “When dance music finally clicked
in 2007, 2008, it felt like, if people were going to stay here, the place they’d
be most comfortable to stay would be Los Angeles,” Tong said of his decision
to move. “Some of the most interesting and most creative domestic music is
shaped out of LA.”
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Beyond the events, LA saw the birth of a style — both in sound
and fashion — that remains uniquely ‘Los Angeles’ while still
managing to captivate the entire world. Tong himself pointed
to the success of Sonny Moore, a Los Angeles-born and -raised
kid who eventually went on to become Skrillex. With roots in
the punk/skateboard world, Skrillex grabbed hold of the bassheavy sound that began across the Atlantic in the basements of
Croydon and Brixton, and unabashedly spun it into a style all of
his own. Scary Monsters and Nice Sprites broke the mould of what
‘pop music’ could be and went on to win eight Grammys.
Skrillex solidified his standing as a tastemaker by establishing his label, OWSLA, in 2011. In just five years, OWSLA has encapsulated not only Skrillex’s sound and taste, but has also attached his unmistakable LA-inspired street-style to its image.
In its releases, events and even merchandise, OWSLA exudes an
edgy but accessible feel that is best defined as simply ‘cool’ in a
way that captures the city’s reactive power. Fans of Skrillex are
decked out in the label’s signature black logo tees, which they are
likely to accessorise with a ‘no-fucks-given’ attitude.
Skrillex, like others that have risen to the top of the dancemusic-meets-pop-music world, remains based in LA, which now
offers access to the elite of the music industry like never before.
Along with Diplo, Skrillex collaborated with Justin Bieber on the
anthemic Where Are Ü Now, a track so atypical and unexpected
that it helped to redefine and reinvigorate Bieber’s then flailing
public image. Skrillex has worked with Rick Ross, K-Pop star CL
and Chance The Rapper, rubbed shoulders with Bono and was
invited as the opening act for Guns n’ Roses.
The possibilities seem endless.
Today, Los Angeles is thriving. On any given weekend, venues
around the city play host to an impressive variety of acts. Bass and
trap find a weekly home at Control at Avalon, while house-tipped
artists grace the dark, disco-lit floors of Sound Nightclub and Exchange LA. Stars like Flume and ODESZA headline The Shrine, a
revered venue that also hosts left-field nights like Low End Theory
and artists like Four Tet, Ben Klock and Floating Points for those
who have dug in a little bit deeper. And if you ask the right people,
a not-so-legal warehouse party is just around (a few) corners.
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While it remains a challenge to see through a major electronic festival
within the official city bounds, both HARD and Insomniac remain nearby,
now with the guidance/muscle of major promoter and events company Live
Nation. HARD lures attendees to its annual HARD Summer and HARD Day
of the Dead in surrounding Los Angeles cities, while Insomniac’s seasonal
Beyond (spring), Nocturnal (autumn) and Escape (Halloween) return each
year, every year.
Los Angeles’s next generation have already begun to stamp their own imprint on the city’s culture of dance music. A combination of warm weather
and a maturing taste in music has seen the rise of more than a handful of
boutique festival brands unique to the climate and culture of southern California. Palm Springs’ Splash House is a recurring pool party that has welcomed MK, Gorgon City, Claude VonStroke and Lee Foss, to name a few. Also
falling into the same category is San Diego’s CRSSD, a bi-annual beachside
festival whose line-ups, curated for the ‘post-EDM’ raver, have included Dubfire, Loco Dice, Hot Since 82 and Jamie Jones.
California has also become home to several ‘transformational’ festival
events, inspired by the mentality of Burning Man, which have created cult
followings and attitudes all of their own. Lightning in a Bottle and Symbiosis Gathering, along with growing collectives like Desert Hearts, tap into the
weird and wonderful atmosphere that originated somewhere out in the desert
and has since put down roots in California’s colourful, free state of being.
An increase in demand has spurred a rise in supply, making Los Angeles
a hotbed of talent for rising producers. International schools such as Point
Blank and SAE Institute have introduced chapters to LA that house thousands of students, while local offshoots from Icon Collective and Dubspot
continue to champion the increasing interest in DJing, producing and everything in between.
A couple of years ago, Mixmag began discussing the ground-breaking
idea of setting up its first office abroad. The location had to be perfect, since
it would be the base for a full team and the first international edition of The
Lab, our hailed weekly stream featuring major DJ talents, which originally
began in our London office. We needed a city with an open mind — open
enough for the free-spirited and do-it-yourself Mixmag way — and a fondness for risk-taking. Los Angeles was the obvious first choice and, in 2014,
became the home of Mixmag’s first proper international office.
There are many clichés about the city of Los Angeles — its superficiality, its
lack of character, the vanity and fickleness of its inhabitants, the Hollywood
effect, which fills people with silly dreams and terrible attitudes — but nobody
could ever say that the people of Los Angeles give up. Because we never do.
In the spirit of rock, punk and the many other genres that have struggled,
overcome and flourished in the city, EDM has climbed its own mountain of
obstacles right here in LA and come out victorious.
Today, we’re dancing under the palm trees and the Hollywood sign, but
also out in a dark, unnamed corner of the downtown warehouse district.
Just follow the music.
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